ANTOINETTE

Coiffeuse. This iconic vanity table is characterized by the cylindrical shape with folding top and the hidden seat. The structure in Patinated Linen and wood creates a beautiful combination with the internal parts in acrylic inspired by natural mother-of-pearl. The seat is upholstered with Hadley fabric, colour Ivory.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
CLOSED: Ø 70x89.5 h cm - Inch Ø 27.5 x 35.2 h

FINISHES
PATINATED LINEN / BLACK MAPLE

GLAM

Glam is a coiffeuse with a simple but functional design. Its large top features curved sides and a metal outline, plus three drawers with the standard Armani/Casa handle. The top is supported by two tubular metal legs with squared section. A round mirror (diam. 40 cm) is fixed on the top and can rotate on both axes (up/down, left/right). The mirror is backlit through a LED system around the glass, that can be switched on/off thanks to a button positioned on the back. The matching stool is sold separately.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
COIFFEUSE
120 x 50 x 123 h cm - Inch 47.2 x 19.7 x 48.4 h

STOOL
60 x 40 x 45 h cm - Inch 23.6 x 15.7 x 17.7 h

FINISHES
FARO FABRIC (TR593 MUD) / SMOKED GOLD

CODE: 045609 CA954 C1110

CODE: 048545 CA910 TR593 (COIFFEUSE) / 048546 CT00A TR593 (STOOL)
DIVA
Floor standing mirror.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
80x6x200h cm - Inch 31.5x2.4x78.7h

FINISHES
BLACK MAPLE
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
TECHNICAL SHAGREEN FABRIC

* CODE: 048386 CA881 C0041
**EXCEPTION**

This decorative modular screen is made of five panels and it is available in different versions: wood, wallcovering, Rubelli fabric or the special fabric with dragon design. The wallcovering version can be selected with Aida (colour GA1 9020) or Oberon paper (colour GA1 3030), while the Rubelli fabric options is available with Edmonton, Garda, Gemona, Grove and Nice fabrics only.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

**SINGLE PANEL:**
40x4x170 cm - Inch 15.7x1.6x66.9h

**OPEN AT 180°:**
200x4x170 cm - Inch 78.7x1.6x66.9h

**FINISHES**

**WOODEN VERSION:**
Brown Tamo / Natural Thin Leather

**BLACK MAPLE**

**ALL OTHER VERSIONS:**

*CODE: 048296-TS071 C1332, AIDA WALLCOVERING*

*CODE: 048296-TD052 TR617, GROVE FABRIC*
The Ombra screen features four panels. The lower part of each panel is empty, giving this decorative piece a lighter look. Ombra is available in two versions, the first with rotating panels showing fabric on one side and a mirror on the other, and the second with fixed fabric-covered panels. The options with mirrors presents a main structure in metal, conceived to counterbalance the weight of the glass and hence increasing the stability of the screen.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
SINGLE PANEL:
55x4x180h cm - Inch 21.6x1.5x70.8h

OPEN AT 180°:
220x4x180h cm - Inch 86.6x1.5x70.8h

FINISHES

- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / NARA FABRIC • (MIRROR VERSION)
- CANALETTO WALNUT / OKINAWA FABRIC ** (FIXED VERSION)
NEMO
Towel rack in solid wood.
MADE IN ITALY

DIMENSIONS
SMALL:
82x31x80 cm - Inch 32.3x12.2x31.5h
LARGE:
122x36x120 cm - Inch 48x14.2x47.2h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

NORBERT
Cloth stand in solid wood.
MADE IN ITALY

DIMENSIONS
SMALL:
44x42x105 cm - Inch 17.3x16.5x41.3h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 045150 CA262 C0753 (LARGE)
TAO

Metal rack with or without central board. The base features a central pad covered with Faro fabric. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
104x36x166h cm - Inch 40.9x14.2x65.3h

FINISHES
- SATIN BLACK NICKEL / FARO FABRIC (TR593 MUD)

CODE: 044287 CA612 C0053
CODE: 044288 CA612 C0053